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Feature selection (FS) is the process of finding an ideal set of features for a prediction 
model from a set of candidate features. A key step in designing a prediction model is 
reducing the size of the input feature set while increasing its usefulness. This reduces the 
complexity of a model, making the model run more quickly while allowing one to explain 
the usefulness of each individual feature more easily. Despite the desire to determine an 
ideal feature set, the process of FS can be time consuming and yield mixed results. FS is 
often partially automated with the use of algorithms. The quality of FS algorithms varies 
with many requiring long run times to produce mixed results. Few FS algorithms have an 
intuitive method of exploring a feature space, with most requiring one to determine a finite 
list of features to begin the algorithm. To address the shortcomings of many FS algorithms, 
Kaizen Programming with Enhanced Feature Discovery (KP-EFD) has been developed. 
KP-EFD is an evolutionary tool that uses a Genetic Programming (GP) framework 
combined with concepts of Continuous Improvement from Kaizen, a Japanese 
methodology, to intuitively expand and search a feature space for an ideal feature set. KP-
EFD was tested for use with continuous or binary variables for the purpose of interpolating 
or extrapolating. The method performed well for some datasets and model types while 
falling short of acceptable for others; however, with additional improvements, KP-EFD 
has the potential to become very versatile, saving time and frustration when working with 
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“All models are wrong, but some are useful.” – George E.P. Box. Box’s famous quote 
perfectly introduces so many mathematical topics and the work introduced presented here 
is no different. Any model one designs is expected to be wrong but a model, when created 
correctly, provides information about a system and allows for better, more optimized 
systems to be created as a result. Feature selection (FS) is the process of finding an ideal 
set of features for a prediction model from a set of candidate features. Minimizing the size 
of a feature set while maximizing the feature set’s usefulness is a key step in designing a 
prediction model. Reducing the bloat associated with including unnecessary features in a 
model reduces the size and complexity of a model, making the model run more quickly 
while allowing one to explain the usefulness of each individual feature more easily. Despite 
the obvious desire to arrive at and reduce the size of an optimal feature set, the process of 
FS can be time consuming and yield mixed results (Vafaie & De Jong, 1993). Manual 
feature selection can be a very time-consuming process, requiring expert knowledge, many 
iterations of modeling, and often only finds modest improvements. Automating the FS 
process could provide substantial benefits to data scientists both in development time and 
by potentially discovering new features not yet considered.  
FS can be used on any model where more than one input variable is available to help make 
a prediction. This means that possibilities are essentially endless when deciding which 
areas of study to apply FS. Models for interpolation and extrapolation will be studied; 
however, studying FS for the purpose of creating a time-series forecast is of particular 
interest. More specifically, an energy forecast will be discussed in this work. Energy 
forecasting is of particular interest because of the unique way the users are billed for their 
usage. The electricity demand curve over one day may look similar to the plot in Figure 1 




Figure 1: Example of electricity load curve for a locality marked for load type 
As shown in the figure, different load units are used throughout the day. These load units 
refer to the source of power being used to satisfy the demand. Baseload units are meant to 
satisfy basic demand. This basic demand is some amount of demand the utility knows will 
need to be met at all times. Since baseload demand is not as variable as other load units, 
utilities use methods such coal and nuclear generation to satisfy this demand since the 
energy output associated with these methods cannot be easily and quickly changed. During 
an intermediate load period, a utility may need to produce extra energy to satisfy demand 
for a few hours. Natural gas generators are usually used for this method since this method 
can satisfy this type of demand most efficiently. When demand is more variable than usual 
and a short burst of energy may be needed quickly for a short period of time, peak load 
methods are used. Gasoline and diesel generation types are usually used to satisfy this 
demand. This is a very costly and inefficient way to generate energy. The utility sometimes 
passes this cost off to customers in the form of time of use pricing where the cost one pays 
for electricity depends the specific time of day the usage occurs. As a result, customers pay 
the highest prices during peak times (“Electricity Generation - IER,” n.d.). Although the 
 
 3 
forecast in this work will serve to illustrate the usefulness of FS methods, the ability to 
better forecast energy demands could help consumers and utilities save money and energy.  
While achieving an ideal feature set via FS is an important step to using input features in a 
model, ensuring all possible feature transformations and combinations are considered is a 
necessary precursor to any FS method. This step is often left out of the FS process. Without 
properly expanding a feature set, a modeler cannot truly know when an ideal feature set 
has been achieved. Many will assume the initial feature set is comprehensive and limit their 
search space to the confines of the initial feature set. There is reason to limit the feature 
space though. Incorporating every possible transformation and combination into a feature 
set can balloon the size of a feature set to infinity. A strong subset of features cannot be 
considered among the best subsets until all features are considered. Finding this strong 
subset from a feature set of infinite size is not an ideal way to search the space in any 
reasonable amount of time. As with any feature space, there are areas of the space where a 
strong feature subset set would be more likely to be found. If conducted efficiently, 
searching these areas would certainly produce higher quality feature sets than feature sets 
derived from feature spaces that were never expanded. 
An efficient and quick FS algorithm that selects a strong feature subset from the full set of 
features could prove to be a monumental leap in the Data Science field. Utilities and 
consumers could save energy and money by predicting when a peak in demand would 
occur, but the possibilities are truly endless. Forecasting and other prediction models are 
used in all fields and the creation of a tool that ensures all possibilities are considered before 
producing a result creates a model that is still wrong but far more useful than any 
comparative models. 
2 Problem Statement 
Data is everywhere in modern society but is rarely used to its full potential. Data’s 
usefulness potential is not maximized for a number of reasons but in many cases, those 
trained to use data simply do not know how to extract more out of their given dataset. 
Often, data is only used in obvious ways leading to models that are sufficient but not as 
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ideal as they could be. Such obvious usages are FS algorithms that only search an initial 
feature set for an optimal set of features. Such models usually result in better models than 
those using no feature selection methods at all, but the features’ usefulness is not 
maximized. Opportunities exist to transform and combine features to expand the feature 
set, but such a process is usually done manually with expert knowledge or previous results, 
requiring more time than one would reasonably like to spend figuring out which 
transformations or combinations would be more likely to improve model performance.  
Regardless of which FS method one uses, FS’s goal of finding an ideal set of features for 
making a prediction remains the same. FS method are quite variable though. Simplistic 
models run quickly but may only achieve results that are marginally better or the same as 
a model run without FS. More complex models take longer to run and usually produce 
better results but require a substantial amount of time to run. Despite the drawbacks, many 
FS methods perform well; however, results vary widely. A considerable amount of time 
may be spent developing FS logic for some dataset only to need start over for a different 
dataset. This inefficiency may convince one to completely avoid FS. Additionally, FS 
methods are only as effective as the input variables one chooses to include in the model. 
Most use a FS method because they know some of the features in the feature set are not 
going to be useful to the model. To really understand which combination or transformation 
of features is best for the model, the feature set needs to be expanded to as large as possible. 
Trying all transformations and combinations of features from an extremely large feature 
set would surely increase run time substantially though. An effective FS algorithm would 
balance all of these risks and would efficiently arrive at an ideal feature set for any given 
model. 
This work will aim to achieve the following milestones: 
• Develop a strategy to efficiently expand a feature set so that limitless combinations 
and transformations of features can be considered. 
• Determine a method by which features can be selected from the feature set that 
learns which types of features are best but also considers dissimilar features to 
reduce the risk of arriving at a feature set derived from a local optimum. 
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• Deliver an algorithm that can be applied to any feature set and model type so that 
others can apply the method and avoid spending time on research necessary to 
develop a proper FS algorithm. 
• Use run time and performance metrics to justify using this algorithm over existing 
methods. 
If these milestones are achieved, the development of prediction models would improve 
across the board. Modelers could spend more time applying models and less time trying to 
improve models and as a result, focus on the substance of their model’s results rather than 
spending time wondering whether or not their input features are best for their model. 
Achieving these milestones would also potentially give life to previously unused or 
underutilized data, influencing others to continue to collect more and more data with the 
hope that the data could be used for something rather than nothing. 
3 Literature Review 
Review of literature related to FS methods and feature set expansion was conducted to 
identify methods that have proven successful in the past. Understanding which algorithms 
have been successful for others helps determine which methods could be a candidate for 
including into a more robust algorithm that combines FS and feature set expansion. The 
review largely focuses on the FS portion of the topic since automated feature expansion 
methods do not appear to be prevalent in literature; however, some of the methods 
discussed could be applied differently and result in a model that searches an expanded 
feature set.  
The literature review begins with a review of traditional FS methods. Two main areas of 
traditional FS methods are discussed, and successful implementations of each method and 
a combination of methods are discussed along with each implementation’s drawbacks. 
Some of these methods are simple and offer small improvements while others are more 
complex and offer larger improvements at a cost of run time. Next, Genetic Programming 
(GP) is reviewed. GP is discussed on the method’s ability to improve forecasts but is also 
noted as a way one could expand a feature set. Lastly, a newer form of FS is discussed 
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known as Kaizen Programming (KP). KP introduces randomness to the process that allows 
one to consider more combinations of features, but the method does have significant 
drawbacks that prevent the method from searching a complete feature space. The following 
subsections provide background on each topic along with examples of each topic’s 
implementations along with advantages and disadvantages associated with each. 
3.1 Traditional Feature Selection Methods 
Data is largely easy to obtain in the modern day. Computer CPU power keeps growing, 
doubling on average every two years since 1971, which has further advanced the 
techniques for generating data (McCarthy, 2017). Even with advancements made with 
machine learning and data-mining systems, extracting useful information from datasets can 
be difficult. A dataset’s size can be measured in two dimensions, number of instance (N) 
and number of variables or features (P). An instance is an individual row of observations 
while a variable or feature is a column of the same type of data. Both N and P can be very 
large in size and simply feeding the dataset to a prediction algorithm often spawns serious 
problems such as overfitting. To deal with the many problems, many have employed 
traditional FS algorithms to systematically remove irrelevant or redundant features by 
choosing a minimal subset of features. In doing so, the dataset becomes a better 
representation of the whole data population. FS also reduces the measurement and storage 
requirements as well as the computation time needed to process the algorithm. Essentially, 
feature selection is a search strategy where the feature subset’s performance is evaluated 
by a given metric. The FS algorithm must stop according to some stopping criterion which 
is a control procedure that ensures that no addition or deletion of features results in a better 
performing model. The criterion can also simply be a counter that repeats the algorithm a 
specified number of times and chooses the best performing model from all the iterations 
(González-Vidal, Jiménez, & Gómez-Skarmeta, 2019; Liu & Motoda, 2000).  
Traditional FS methods can be categorized into wrapper and filter methods. Wrappers use 
a machine learning algorithm of interest as a black box to evaluate feature subsets 
according to their predictive power. Filters operate independently of the chosen prediction 
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model and subset the features as a preprocessing step. Wrapper and filter methods can be 
applied independently or combined together into one model (Guyon & Elisseeff, 2002). 
The wrapper method of FS which was made popular by (Kohavi & John H., 1995) provides 
a simple yet powerful way to apply FS, regardless of the type of learning algorithm used 
for prediction. Described generally, the wrapper method uses the prediction performance 
of a chosen learning algorithm to assess the predictive quality of the selected subset of 
variables. One first must define the method used for feature subset selection, the 
performance metric used to evaluate each feature subset, the criteria to stop the search for 
the subset, and which predictor to use (Guyon & Elisseeff, 2002).  
In Zhang & Wen (2019), FS is employed with the use of a filter and wrapper method. Two 
test cases, a simulated building and a university building, are used to forecast next hour 
energy usage. A pre-processing step is first described where additional features from other 
data sources are added to the feature set. Then, new features are created by feature 
extraction where features are combined and/or transformed. Lastly, features known to be 
important based on prior forecasting experience are marked so that they will not be 
removed in later selection processes. The work next uses a filter method that assigns a score 
to each feature and then ranks the features by the assigned score. First, irrelevant features 
are removed by correlation to the output. If a feature is not weakly correlated with the 
output, the feature is removed. Next, redundant features are removed. If two features are 
highly correlated with each other, one with the lower correlation with the model output is 
considered redundant and is removed. The dataset’s dimensionality is reduced at this point, 
making the following step, forward selection, the wrapper method used in the work, less 
computationally expensive. In forward selection, features are progressively incorporated 
into larger and larger feature subsets. The process begins by evaluating the model with just 
one feature added. This is done for all M features in the dataset. The best performing model 
is chosen to proceed, and all remaining M-1 features are added individually to the first 
chosen feature and the best subset of feature set of size two is chosen. The process 
continues until all M features have been added. The algorithm then chooses the best 
performing subset. To evaluate systematic FS process’s influence on the model’s 
performance, the authors compared the results to a model where FS is done based on 
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knowledge alone, a model just using the filter method approach, and a similar systematic 
approach but without incorporating the preprocessing step of marking some features as 
essential to the model. The models were compared with Normalized Root Mean Squared 
Error (NRMSE) and showed that the full model described throughout the paper performed 
the best in terms of model accuracy and generalization in both building cases.  The 
combination of wrapper and filter methods in this work is notable. Filtering the features 
before using a wrapper method that is more computationally expensive allows for the 
algorithm to run more efficiently.  
In Zhao & Magoulès (2012) two filter FS methods, correlation coefficient and gradient 
guided FS, are tested with a support vector regression (SVR) prediction model to predict 
the energy consumption of office buildings. Each of these methods assigns a score to each 
feature according to its usefulness to the predictor. The correlation coefficient method 
compares the correlation of each feature to the output variable. The more correlated, the 
higher the score. Gradient guided FS assigns a weight to each feature and evaluates the 
weight vector of all the features at the same time by gradient ascent. K-Nearest-Neighbor 
is used as the predictor to determine the dependency of the target on the features. Larger 
values for the score are better. After the features were scored with both methods, the work 
applied five cases for selecting the best features. In case one, the top eight features scored 
by the gradient guided FS method were taken. Case two selected the top eight features 
scored by the correlation coefficient method. Case three took case one’s features and 
replaced three with unselected features. The selections were made based on knowledge of 
the features. In case four, all unselected features from case one are selected and all 
originally selected features are unselected except a few deemed essential for prediction. 
Case five selects just the top six features ranked by gradient guided FS. After evaluating 
each feature set with the chosen SVR model, case five with the fewest number of features 
yielded the best mean squared error (MSE). This case was followed by case four, case one, 
case two, and case three. This work shows the merits associated with filter methods. They 
are simple and run very quickly. The quick nature of the methods shows that there really 
is no harm incorporating a filter method into any model. The complexity that would be 
needed to see if the selected features were truly the best is missing in this work. Filter 
methods alone do not appear to be strong enough on their own to boost model performance. 
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A two dimensional filter FS process is described in Sun et al. (2015) where the work 
attempts to optimize both the feature set and lag of each individual feature. Granger 
causality is used for FS (Granger, 1969). The process consists of four steps. The first is to 
transform for stationarity if necessary. Next, an auto-regression and augmented auto-
regression model are built for the target time-series. BIC is used to determine the 
appropriate number of lags. In the augmented model that includes feature x, a lagged xi 
value is retained if it significantly improves the prediction of the next step ahead by a t test. 
After, Granger causality is used to test the cause and effect relationship between a feature 
of interest and the target time-series. Granger is based on statistical hypothesis testing and 
that the cause (the features) help predict the future (target) better than auto-regression 
alone. A feature x Granger causes target y if the auto-regressive model for y in terms of 
past values of both x and y is significantly more accurate than a model just containing the 
past values of y. An F test is used to make this determination. The feature is added to the 
model if x Granger causes y but y does not Granger cause x. The process is repeated for all 
features in the dataset. The feature set is then tested on linear regression and was found to 
outperform many wrapper FS methods which are much more complex. This work shows 
that filter methods can be very powerful and outperform wrapper methods when 
implemented properly; however, time consuming research was needed to determine this. 
An automated process would eliminate the need to figure out which method to apply. 
Yu & Liu (2004) uses a filter method for FS that focuses on filtering out redundant features 
rather than just simply classifying features that are strongly or weakly relevant. 
Determining redundant features is done through correlation coefficient measures. The 
work first uses a typical linear correlation coefficient to rid the feature set of features 
strongly correlated with others in the set. Linear correlation methods cannot capture 
correlations that are not linear though. These methods are also not suitable for nominal 
data. To measure non-linear correlation, the work uses the concept of entropy which is a 
measure of uncertainty of a random variable. Entropy on the variable X is first measured 
then the entropy the variable X is measured after observing the values of a variable Y. The 
amount the entropy of X decreases shows additional information about X provided by Y 
and is known as information gain. The information gain is used in conjunction with the 
individual values of entropy for X and Y to determine a symmetrical uncertainty value 
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(SU). The value can be between 0 and 1 with a value of 1 indicating that knowing the 
values of either feature completely predicts the values of the other and a value of 0 
indicating that X and Y are independent. The method was only tested with experimental 
data where the redundant features were known. The paper does not describe each dataset 
and the contents of each. They found that their proposed method was completed faster than 
other models that used the full set of features or exhaustively compare all subsets of 
features and was just as accurate or more accurate in some cases. The authors do not 
employ any transformation methods to make their feature set larger, a detail that is 
important for capturing as much input detail as possible. 
3.2 Genetic Programming Methods 
While FS methods can assist in determining which features are useful to include in a given 
model, the methods are limited by the features one decides to initially include. 
Transformations of features must be done manually if one would like to include 
transformed features in the chosen FS method. Transformations can often improve the 
performance of the chosen forecasting model but choosing which transformations to try on 
a specific feature manually is difficult and inefficient. Genetic Programming (GP) methods 
can help solve this problem. In GP features are iteratively evolved by stochastically 
transforming a feature set into a new, ideally better, feature sets over time. GP initializes 
by running on a randomly generated feature set. The performance of this feature set is 
compared to some fitness metric. From here, the algorithm analyzes the performance of 
each feature. Those that perform well are chosen to “breed” to produce new features for 
the next generation. There are two primary genetic operations that are used to create new 
features from existing ones. There is crossover: the creation of a child feature by piecing 
together randomly selected parts from two selected parent features, and mutation: the 
creation of a child feature by randomly changing a randomly selected part of a parent 
program. Mutation is aimed at avoiding local optima and moving to new areas of the search 
space. The algorithm will keep running iterations until a metric or a specified number of 
runs is reached (Poli, Langdon, McPhee, & Koza, 2008). GP has been used widely and has 
been applied to many datasets for the purpose of forecasting. The method is 
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computationally expensive though. The following works implement GP. There appears to 
be an opportunity to integrate a wrapper method of FS with a GP algorithm to further 
improve the performance of GP.  
In Pereira, Machado, Costa, & Cardoso (2015), the performance of traditional GP is 
compared to a neural network method and model tree algorithm. The work forecasts the 
average electricity load each day. A dataset with 9 input variables is used. The first seven 
variables are the daily load for each of the past seven days. The last two variables are the 
average temperature from the day prior and the average temperature on the current day 
respectively. GP is used as the forecasting method in this paper and not in conjunction with 
another forecasting method; nevertheless, this paper allowed 100 individuals evolve for 
100 generations. Four binary operators: +, -, *, and / were used as the function set. The 
authors do not go into detail on how they process the variables created by the GP algorithm 
into a forecast. They do describe the results they obtained and how they compared to the 
neural network and the model tree algorithm they tested against. GP had the lowest root 
mean squared error and also was able to produce an interpretable solution. The result was 
as one would expect though. The GP algorithm said that energy consumption in a given 
day is the same a previous day plus or minus some quantity that is directly related to 
temperature. Still, GP produces this better than the other models tested. The lack of detail 
on how specifically they used GP to forecast was problematic, but the work still shows GP 
has merit and should be studied further.   
Guo, Jack, Nandi, & Member (2005) applies GP for the purpose of feature generation to 
assist in detecting faults in the area of machine condition monitoring. The raw machine 
data is the input for the GP model and is transformed during each GP iteration. For this 
work, machine data is generated so the location of each machine condition within the data 
is known beforehand. After each iteration of the GP model, a fitness function is applied to 
see how well the machine conditions can be distinguished from one another. Nine 
categories of operators were chosen to be implemented through the model and 1000 
generations were evolved. An artificial neural network (ANN) is used to classify the final 
output. GP was compared to using four plain statistical features. GP far outperformed with 
an average of about 96% success rate with three to fourteen neurons and one hidden layer 
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in the ANN. Using GP for feature generation seems to be a very practical use of GP and 
will likely be very helpful in the proposed work. While this work uses GP for feature 
generation, no process is used to make the algorithm more efficient by embedding a feature 
selection method into the GP model. The authors express concern over the hours needed 
for the GP model to run. Perhaps integrating feature selection could be helpful for this. 
Lee & Tong (2011) creates a hybrid model combining an autoregressive integrated moving 
average (ARIMA) model with a GP model. The model is tested on yearly Canadian lynx 
population data, yearly Chinese energy consumption data, and US quarterly GDP data. The 
authors took the approach of first modeling the linear components of the time series with a 
typical ARIMA model. Then, the residuals from the ARIMA model were obtained and 
modeled with GP. After both of these steps, the results from both models are added 
together. The authors are vague on how exactly they use GP to minimize the error terms, 
but they use operators: +, -, *, /, ln, sin, cos, and exp and input the variables: yt, yt-1, yt-2, yt-
3, and yt-4. The objective was to minimize the error between the forecasted value at time t 
and the actual value at time t. The results showed that the proposed method performed 
better than a standard ARIMA, ANN, ARIMA-ANN, and ARIMA-SVM in all datasets. 
No input features were used in these cases. The idea is to use GP on input features for this, 
thesis but this work does show merit in using the errors of a model to help prediction 
performance; although, more specifics are needed to use the insights from this work. 
While the above implementations of GP show its merits applied in different ways, none 
have used the model for the purpose of expanding the feature set to find the best 
combination of features for a particular model. Guo et al. (2005) approaches the idea but 
applies it much differently as the work does not forecast with the algorithm. There is clearly 
room to use the GP methodology to expand the feature set and then narrow the feature set 
with feature selection.  
3.3 Kaizen Programming 
A more recent approach to evolutionary algorithms is Kaizen Programming (KP), 
described in detail in (De Melo, 2014). KP was inspired by and was developed to improve 
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upon GP. While GP has been successful in a number of applications, its two largest 
drawbacks are its lack of a set method and slow speed. KP seeks to solve this. The 
algorithm was inspired by a kaizen event, a methodology used in industry to promote 
continuous improvement by creating a team of workers and managers who work together 
for a brief period to find small changes to implement in hopes of solving a larger business 
problem. Kaizen events operate under the Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) framework. Under 
the framework, PDCA evaluates the current state of the problem and determines the future 
state by proposing ideas, designing solutions, and implementing changes, followed by 
testing the changes. The framework then ensures the process does not revert back to its old 
way. KP works very similarly of course but in computer code. First, a number of ideas are 
proposed by the “team”. These ideas are essentially transformations of the features in the 
feature set of interest. These ideas are put together and applied to the problem, an ordinary 
leased square model as cited in the work, to create an initial standard. Next, the team will 
propose a set of new ideas. This set is joined with the standard. After, each idea (each new 
idea and each from the standard) is evaluated according their p-value to determine how 
useful they were to predict the response. If an idea’s p-value did not meet some predefined 
threshold, that regressor is thrown away for the next iteration. The insignificant ideas are 
removed from the feature set and the model is run again. The model is then given a 
goodness of fit measurement, adjusted R2 in this case. This new model becomes the new 
standard only if the model performs better than the previous standard. New ideas are then 
proposed again, and the process continues. The algorithms can run continuously until a 
metric is achieved or can run specified number of times. While KP certainly has more of a 
method than GP, there is still no solution here for transforming the input features. 
3.4 Insights and Remarks 
All of the feature engineering methods studied have limitations. FS methods are limited by 
the initial feature set. These types of methods do nothing to expand the feature set to capture 
any characteristics that would otherwise be captured in transformations or combinations. 
Additionally, filter methods specifically, are limited by what can practically be done to a 
feature set before applying it to a model. GP methods can help create a larger feature set 
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but are limited by the randomness introduced into the models. This often results in long 
run times for sometimes marginally improved results over comparative algorithms. KP 
seeks to address GP’s randomness problem, but the algorithm then fails to include a method 
for expanding the initial feature set. Despite their limitations, there is still merit in using 
each of the methods.  
While there are limitations to each method, the limitations are in different areas of the 
process and combining one or more methods with another would make sense so that one 
method could fill in what the other lacks and vice versa. Combining KP, GP, and an FS 
method into one algorithm referred to as Kaizen Programming with Enhanced Feature 
Discovery (KP-EFD) could potentially result in improved performance when compared to 
other models for the application of interest. GP does a very good job at searching the feature 
space and finding which combinations and/or transformation of features are best for 
solving the problem. GP does this without a method. This is where KP could be used. KP 
has a defined method that is followed for every iteration. The ideas from GP could be used 
at each iteration to help create new ideas instead of relying on a list. This would solve the 
problem of relying on a predefined list of features for the method to create the ultimate 
evolutionary algorithm for prediction models. Filter FS methods are effective at controlling 
bloat in the model. Using a filter method at each iteration could results in a faster running 
model. 
4 Methodology 
The proposed methodology, Kaizen Programming with Enhanced Feature Discovery (KP-
EFD) is outlined in Figure 2. The remainder of this section details the design of KP-EFD 
followed by an illustrative example. Finally, the datasets that will be tested with KP-EFD 
are discussed along with specific testing parameters. For the remainder of this work, one 
run of KP-EFD will refer to a single run through the KP-EDF loop regardless of 
performance metric, while an iteration will refer to a run where the performance metric had 





Figure 2: Flowchart of KP-EFD 
4.1 Initialization 
KP-EFD first needs a baseline. A feature set, known as “B”, containing just the 
untransformed features should be built and run. B contains only untransformed features 
since KP-EFD needs to perform better than a model containing only untransformed 
features to deem the method useful for implementation. Using the first run for this ensures 
the algorithm has considered this feature set and ensures that any further runs perform 
better than the most basic feature set to be viable. This is possible since KP-EFD is a hill 
climbing approach. The algorithm is designed such that no new iteration can perform worse 
than the current best feature set. A filter FS method is then applied to B’s initial feature set. 
This ensures redundant features are removed. The performance metric from this model is 
1. Propose New Features
2. Generate Feature Set
4. Fit Model
5. Feature Selection













then recorded. The process to create B is unique compared to other runs. This step is just 
meant to achieve a baseline. The following steps can be applied to any run. Any unique 
processes needed to go from B, specifically, to the next run will be noted.  
4.2 Idea Structure 
Ideas are structured as trees in KP-EFD. An example of an idea is show in Figure 3. 
 
Figure 3: Example of a KP-EFD idea shown in tree format 
KP-EFD reads ideas from top to bottom. The purple box at the bottom shows the base idea. 
This idea cannot be manipulated through processes within KP-EFD. All transformations 
are built on this base idea. The first operation in this idea is multiplication. This idea 
requires a parameter, the variable x2, since choosing multiplication requires multiplying by 
some other value. From here, x1 is subtracted from this whole idea when moving up one 
level of the tree. Lastly, the natural log of the entire idea is calculated. The completed idea 










Next, experts propose new features according to the GP logic and add them to the current 
model’s (model with feature set: Si) feature set for the “Plan” step (Step 1 in Figure 1). 
There are five ways to create features to be added to the current model. Each is outlined 
here: 
1. Create new: An expert proposes to create a new idea. To do so, a tree containing 
transformation operators at each tree level is created. The number of operators in an 
idea tree is limited by the maximum tree depth that must be set before running KP-
EFD. The operators chosen at each tree depth are sampled from a list of operators 
determined before running KP-EFD. A chosen operator may require a secondary 
parameter which is sampled from a secondary parameter from a list. An operator’s 
secondary parameter list is also decided before running KP-EFD. 
2. Carry forward: An expert proposes to continue with the same idea they had from the 
previous iteration. For the purposes of modeling this case, the expert does not propose 
an idea since the idea already exists in Si.  
3. Crossover: An expert chooses two features currently in Si referred to as feature “fa” and 
feature “fb”. An operation from fa is chosen and is swapped with an operation at a from 
fb. This swap includes each operation’s parameter if applicable. After the swap, two 
unique features are born. Experts can propose only one idea so only one of the two 
crossed features is chosen at random as the feature the expert proposes. 
4. Mutation: An expert proposes to change an operation along the branch of a randomly 
selected feature in Si. One single operation and the operation’s associated parameter if 
applicable is changed.  
5. Recycling bin sample: An expert proposes to apply a feature previously found to be 
useless to the model performance. An idea previously found to be useless in the 
presence of some feature set may become useful in the presence of a different feature 
set. While this case does not ensure a thrown-out feature is tested with every possible 
feature set, the case ensures the probability that a thrown-out feature is applied again is 
greater than zero. 
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Each of the cases would be chosen by a given probability determined before beginning the 
algorithm. “Create new” would be the only choice for proposing ideas to combine with 
feature set B since none of the features in feature set B would have been transformed.  
4.4 Do, Check, and Act 
The new features proposed by the experts are then be added to the set of features currently 
in Si to generate a new feature set and form Si+1_candidate (Step 2 in Figure 2). In the same 
way as in the initialization run of feature set B, Si+1_candidate is sent through a filter FS method 
to remove redundant features (Step 3 in Figure 2). Features removed this way are not able 
to be proposed again through the recycling bin since a feature currently in the set is 
statistically indistinguishable from a feature removed by the filter FS method. A model is 
then fit to the post-processed features in the “Do” step in accordance with the KP logic 
(Step 4 in Figure 2). After running the model with the features in Si+1_candidate, the output is 
analyzed and any feature deemed insignificant by the selection criteria is removed in the 
FS step (Step 5 in Figure 2). The removed features are placed into the recycling bin to 
possibly be sampled in later runs. The process of removing features according to 
significance aligns with the “check” phase according to the standard KP logic. Next, the 
model is evaluated according to its performance metric value (Step 6 in Figure 2). If 
Si+1_candidate’s performance value is superior to Si’s performance metric, the model becomes 
model Si+1. If Si+1_candidate’s performance value is inferior to the performance value of Si, 
then Si is kept as the standard. Experts then propose ideas to combine with the current 
standard until a better performance value is achieved (Step 7 in Figure 2). This is the “Act” 
step according to the KP logic since the algorithm ensures the newest performance metric 
is maintained until a better metric is achieved. This process continues until a specified 
stopping criterion is reached such as reaching a performance value threshold or reaching a 
specific run count.  
4.5 Illustrative Example 
For a sense of understanding of KP-EFD, a small example can be considered. In this 
example, consider a model containing four features: x1, x2, x3, x4 where each feature is used 
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to help predict the response, y. Three experts will be used to propose ideas. A maximum 
tree depth of two is used for any new ideas in this example. This example begins at iteration 
5. S5 already exists and the features contained in S5 are shown below in Figure 4. An idea 










S5’s current performance value is .68. The goal is to improve this value. The three experts 
must propose new features to be added to S5 in an attempt to improve the model’s 
performance. The features the experts proposed for the next run are shown in Figure 5. For 
























x4 x2 + x2 
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At this point, the features in S6 are combined with all of the proposed features into a new 
feature set: S6_candidate. The model now contains e1_5, e2_5, e3_5, e1_6, e2_6, e3_6. A filter FS 
method is run and none of the features in S6_candidate need to be removed so the model is run. 
Suppose one feature in this model did not contribute to the prediction well because of a 
significance value outside the set threshold. Suppose that e2_6 does not meet the criteria to 
be considered statically significant, so the feature does not add value to the model. This 
feature is removed from the model and placed in the recycling bin. The remaining features, 
e1_5, e2_5, e3_5, e1_6, e3_6, become S6 if the performance of this model is superior to the 
performance of S5. Suppose the performance value for this model is .71 so this model 
becomes S6. Next, the three experts will need to propose ideas again for the next run. Figure 




Figure 6: Example of process from moving from run i+1 one to run i+2 
 
For iteration 7 candidate, expert one mutated an operation of e2_5. Expert two crossed e1_6 
and e1_5. Only one crossed feature can be proposed so the altered version of e1_5 was chosen. 
Expert 3 chose to carry forward the previous expert 3 feature, so this feature is not added 
to the model since the feature is already in S6. These new ideas will be added to those in S6 
and the model will be run again. Just as before the filter FS method will be applied to 
remove correlated ideas, insignificant features with a significance value outside the 



























evaluated against the performance of S6. The new model will replace S6 and become S7 
only if the model’s performance value is superior to S6’s performance value. This process 
continues until a stopping specified condition is reached. 
4.6 Validation Dataset 
To test KP-EFD’s ability to forecast, the method will be tested on an electricity dataset 
originating at RIT. The algorithm’s ability to interpolate will be tested on functions found 
in (Uy, Hoai, O’Neill, McKay, & Galván-López, 2011) and (De Melo, 2014). Additional 
test cases involving binary variables will also be created and tested to further validate the 
method.  
4.6.1 RIT Power Dataset for Testing Time Series Performance 
 
The RIT power dataset covers RIT’s B1 submeter. B1 includes 14 RIT buildings. The 
location of these buildings on RIT’s campus are shown in Figure 7. 
 
Figure 7: RIT campus map showings buildings included in the B1 submeter with a star 
 
RIT’s WebCTRL Energy Management System was used to obtain B1’s electricity demand 
data. The dataset contains a demand number in kilowatts (kW) for every five minutes from 
January 2013 to April 2016 (Saxena, Aponte, & McConky, 2019). Saxena, Aponte, & 
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McConky (2019) used the data to create a forecast already. The same dataset will be used 
for KP-EFD. The results from Saxena et al. (2019) will be used to compare to the results 
generated by the proposed algorithm. The following subsections present the dataset’s input 
variables as described by (Saxena et al., 2019). 
4.6.1.1 Continuous Variables 
 
All continuous variables included in the dataset are described in Table 1. 
Table 1: Different continuous variables used for modeling 
Variables Name Variable Meaning 
𝒙𝒘𝒔_𝒕 Wind speed at a time t (Miles per hour) 
𝒙𝒓𝒉_𝒕 Relative humidity at a time t (%) 
𝒙𝒑𝒓𝑫𝒆𝒎 Maximum electricity demand on previous day (kW) 
𝒙𝟖𝒂𝒎𝑫𝒆𝒎 Electricity demand at 8 am on same day 
 
4.6.1.2 Categorical Variables 
All continuous variables included in the dataset are described in Table 2. These were 
converted to indicator variables for KP-EFD to use them. 
Table 2: Different categorical variables used for modeling 
Variable Name Variable Meaning Categories 
𝒙𝒅𝒐𝒘 Day of the week dow = Monday, Tuesday,.., Sunday 
𝒙𝒅𝒕 Type of day dt = Weekday and Weekend 
𝒙𝒅𝒎 Day of the month dm = 1, 2,…, 31 
𝒙𝒎 Month of the year m= Jan, Feb,…, Dec 
𝒙𝒔𝒅 Special days 
sd =Normal Day, Holiday, Exam Week, Convocation 
day, Orientation day and ImagineRIT 
𝒙𝒔𝒆𝒎 Semester type sem = Fall, Spring, Summer and Intersession 
𝒙𝒕𝒐𝒅 
Time of day in 30 
minute intervals 
tod = 00:00, 00:30,…, 23:30 
𝒙𝒚𝒓 Year yr = 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016 




4.6.1.3 Benchmark Results 
 
In (Saxena et al., 2019), four one day ahead forecast at 30 minute intervals during peak 
hours (0800 – 1800) were created. The models were evaluated based on performance and 
complexity. A description of each model along with accompanying performance for each 
is shown in Table 3. 
Table 3: Benchmark model descriptions and performance 
Modeling 













May 1, 2014 
to April 15, 
2015 
April 16, 
2015 to April 
30, 2015 
May 2015 4.15 
ARIMA None 
May 1, 2014 
to April 15, 
2015 
April 16, 
2015 to April 
30, 2015 
May 2015 2.45 
ARIMAX 𝑥!"! = 𝑀𝑎𝑥(0, 𝑇#$%& − 𝑇'()) 𝑥*"_& = 𝑀𝑎𝑥(0, 𝑇',- − 𝑇.$%&) 
May 1, 2014 
to April 15, 
2015 
April 16, 
2015 to April 
30, 2015 






2013 to April 
15, 2015 
April 16, 
2015 to April 
30, 2015 
May 2015 3.35 
 
Although the ARIMAX model (shown in blue) performed best, this model was not chosen 
to move forward because of its complexity and run length. The algorithm proposed in this 
work will attempt to arrive at this model with a goal of producing a superior model. 
4.6.2 Datasets for Testing Interpolation 
 
A number of datasets were created and tested in Uy et al. (2011). These datasets were 
created from functions designed to test evolutionary algorithms and were tested with the 
standard KP algorithm created in (De Melo, 2014). A subset of these functions, the Nguyen 
functions were chosen for testing with KP-EFD. Additional functions containing binary 
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variable logic will be tested in addition to demonstrate the flexible nature of the proposed 
algorithm. The following subsections will outline the full spectrum of functions to be 
tested. 
4.6.2.1 Nguyen Functions 
 
The Nguyen Functions are outlined in Table 4. A description of the range of values used 
for training and testing each function is listed. Functions containing more than one variable 
use the same variable description for all variables; however, each variable is unique. A 
variable U[a, b ,c] describes a variable containing c values each randomly chosen from a 
uniform distribution with minimum a and maximum b. The values will be evaluated to the 
hundredths place. Although the training and test data have the same description, the 
datasets will be distinct.  
Table 4: Nguyen and De Melo Functions 
Function Training Data/Testing Data 
nguyen1(𝒙) = 𝒙𝟑 + 𝒙𝟐 + 𝒙 U[-1, 1, 20] 
nguyen4(𝒙) = 𝒙𝟔 + 𝒙𝟓 + 𝒙𝟒 + 𝒙𝟑 + 𝒙𝟐 + 𝒙 U[-1, 1, 20] 
nguyen6(𝒙) = 𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝒙) + 𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝒙 + 𝒙^𝟐) U[-1, 1, 20] 
nguyen8(𝒙) = √𝒙 U[0, 4, 20] 
nguyen9(𝒙, 𝒚) = 𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝒙) + 𝐬𝐢𝐧8𝒚𝟐9 U[-1, 1, 100] 
nguyen10(𝒙, 𝒚) = 𝟐 𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝒙) 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝒚) U[-1, 1, 100] 
 
4.6.2.2 Other Functions for Testing 
 
The Nguyen functions form response columns from continuous variables only. KP-EFD is 
intended to work with response columns formed from a combination of continuous and 
binary variables. A few functions containing binary operations will be tested as well to 
show the flexible nature of KP-EFD. These functions are shown in Table 5. A variable is 





Table 5: Additional functions containing binary operations for testing 
Function Training Data/Testing Data 
f1(𝒙, 𝒚, 𝒛, 𝒂𝒃𝒊𝒏, 𝒃𝒃𝒊𝒏) = 𝒙 + 𝒚 + (𝒛	if	𝒂 ∧ 𝒃) 
Ucon[-50, 50, 50] 
Ubin[1, 0, 50] 
f2(𝒙, 𝒚, 𝒛, 𝒂𝒃𝒊𝒏, 𝒃𝒃𝒊𝒏) = 𝒙 + 𝒛 + 8E𝒚	if	𝒂 ∨ 𝒃9 
Ucon[1, 100, 50] 
Ubin[1, 0, 50] 
f3(𝒙, 𝒚, 𝒛, 𝒂𝒃𝒊𝒏, 𝒃𝒃𝒊𝒏, 𝒄𝒃𝒊𝒏) = 𝒙𝟐 + (𝐦𝐚𝐱(𝒚, 𝒛) 	𝐢𝐟	𝒂⨁𝒃) + (𝒛	if	𝒃 ∧ 𝒄) 
Ucon[1, 100, 50] 
Ubin[1, 0, 50] 
 
4.6.3 Algorithm Testing Specifics 
 
KP-EFD has the potential to save time and computation compared to other methods of 
generating and selecting features. Many aspects within the algorithm need to be specified 
before running the algorithm on any of the specified datasets though.  
4.6.3.1 Model Type 
 
Linear regression has been chosen as the model type to be used at each run of KP-EFD. 
This choice was made to ensure the algorithm runs quickly and is able to complete enough 
iterations to provide relevant results. Additionally, linear regression models include model 
metrics that are easy to interpret, allowing for quick decision making at each run. Linear 
regression is not expected to present issues working with the selected datasets except in the 
case of the time-series power data. Fitting a linear regression model to time series data can 
lead correlated errors which is a regression assumption violation. For time series dataset, 
KP-EFD will be run using linear regression only to arrive at a set of features to be used in 
an ARIMAX model. The regression assumption violation will be ignored. This is not an 
ideal practice but is necessary to allow the algorithm to run at all.   
4.6.3.2 Performance Metrics and Variable Selection Criteria 
 
Typical linear regression metrics will be used to evaluate the models in each run of KP-
EFD. Two performance measures will be considered: adjusted r2 and Mean Absolute 
Percent Error (MAPE) shown in equations (1) and (2) respectively. Adjusted r2 will be the 
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default metric but MAPE will be used in the event that adjusted r2 is not producing 
acceptable models. Adjusted r2 is easily calculated and easy to interpret.  
MAPE = '/
0
∗ ∑ |2/3204 ||2/|
0
56/ * ∗ 100                          (1) 




	                 (2) 
where, 
𝑦5 represents the actual value of the response variable at ith step, 
𝑦>1  represents the predicted value of the response variable at the ith step, and 
𝑛 gives the number of data points 
𝑝 gives the number of features 
 
When compared to r2, adjusted r2 compensates for the addition of variables and only 
increases if the new predictor enhances the model above what would be obtained by 
probability. Conversely, the metric will decrease when a predictor improves the model less 
than what is predicted by chance. 
If a run’s adjusted r2 value is superior to the previous iteration’s adjusted r2, that run’s 
feature set will replace the feature set of the previous iteration. Larger values of adjusted r2 
are better. In the cases MAPE is used, 20% of the dataset will used as testing data. The 
model will fit the entire dataset and then measure the average percentage error along all of 
the testing data points. The model will be fit to the entire dataset rather than only 80% of 
the dataset since time series data is being studied. The testing points will be chosen at 
random, but the same random points will be used at each run. If a run’s MAPE value is 
smaller compared to the previous iteration’s MAPE, that run’s feature set will replace the 
feature set of the previous iteration. 
As discussed previously, variable selection will happen at each run of KP-EFD. Two 
selection methods will be considered. The first will a p-value method. The p-value 
associated with the t-test will be used to determine the significance of each feature. If the 
p-value is above .05, the feature will be deemed insignificant and the feature will be moved 
to the recycling bin. The second variable selection method will be a regression tree method 
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which is a tree-based decision tree method that involves stratifying and segmenting the 
predictor space into regions. The mean of the training observations in each region is used 
to make a prediction for a given observation. The splitting rules used to segment the 
predictor space can be summarized in a tree. Details on regression trees are discussed in 
(Casella, Fienberg, & Olkin, 2006). A regression tree algorithm will be applied to each 
feature set at each run. Features that are not selected by the regression tree will be moved 
to the recycling bin. Preference will be given to the variable selection method that results 
in the fewest number of variables per model. A smaller feature set that provides similar 
performance compared to the performance of a much larger feature set is preferred. 
4.6.3.3 Experts, Tree Depths, and Available Transformation Operations 
 
Experimentation will be used to determine how many experts will be needed and what 
maximum tree depth will be best. A full factorial design with both number of experts and 
maximum tree depth at a high and low level will be used to determine the best number of 
experts and maximum tree depth to use with any dataset. Further experimentation will need 
to be conducted to determine what high and low levels to use.  
An expert will be able to choose a base variable that is either continuous or binary 
depending on the dataset being tested. The expert can then transform that variable a number 
of times up to the maximum tree depth for the run. A base variable that is continuous can 
only be transformed by transformations for continuous variables. Likewise, a binary 
variable can only be transformed by transformations for binary variables. There is one 
exception to this. A binary variable can be multiplied by a continuous variable one time. 
This would transform the binary variable into a continuous variable. Any transformation 
applied after would be chosen from transformations for continuous variables. The 
probability of selecting any operation will be equal within each variable category 
(continuous or binary). If an operation requires a parameter, the probability of selecting a 
parameter assigned to that operation is equal among all parameter options for that 
operation. A list of the available transformations for each variable type is found in Table 
6. Some transformations do not involve combining another variable. These transformation 
types are labeled “single continuous” and “single categorical”. All other transformations 
involve combining the current value of the feature with another variable in the feature set. 
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A description of each transformation type is listed in Table 7. An untransformed variable 
within the initially selected dataset is denoted by di. The current value of a variable (a 
variable that may have already been transformed) is denoted by pi. In any variable that is 
described by a series, n is the first value and m is last value of the current variable.  



















 ✓    
Multiply or 
Divide  ✓   ✓ 
Natural log ✓ ✓    
Exponential ✓ ✓    
Power  ✓ ✓    
Sine, Cosine, 
Tangent ✓ ✓    
Lag  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 













✓     
Logical 
Operators (∧, 
∨, and ⊕) 
   ✓  
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Table 7: Transformation Descriptions 
Transformation Transformation Description 
Addition or 
Subtraction 𝑝8 + 𝑑8, 𝑝8 − 𝑑8, 𝑑8 − 𝑝8 
Multiply or 
Divide 
𝑝8 × 𝑑8, 
𝑝8
𝑑8R , 
𝑑8 𝑝8R  
Dividing by zero will return zero 
Natural log ln 𝑑8 
Exponential 𝑒9! 












, 2, 3, 4, 5Y	 
Sine, Cosine, 
Tangent sin 𝑑8, cos 𝑑8, tan 𝑑8 
Lag 
𝑑8,<, 𝑑8,<=>, …	, 𝑑8,?@>, 𝑑8,? →	𝑑8,<@: , … , 𝑑8,<, …	, 𝑑8,?, … , 𝑑8,?=:|𝑥 ∈ ℤ[1,7	days] 
The position of each variable element is shifted back x number of places. 
This transformation is only available for time-series datasets. 




max8𝑑8,<, 𝑝8,<9 ,max8𝑑8,<, 𝑝8,<9 , …	,max8𝑑8,?@>, 𝑝8,?@>9 ,max8𝑑8,?, 𝑝8,?9 




max8𝑑8,<, max8𝑑8,<, … , 𝑑8,<=:99 , …	,max8𝑑8,<=: , max8𝑑8,<=: , … , 𝑑8,<=A:99, … 
min8𝑑8,<, min8𝑑8,<, … , 𝑑8,<=:99 , …	,min8𝑑8,<=: , max8𝑑8,<=: , … , 𝑑8,<=A:99, … 
The variable is divided into x equal parts and the maximum or minimum value in 
each subdivision is compared to every value within each subdivision. This is 
designed to repeatedly return the maximum or minimum value over some interval of 
time. 








× range(𝑑8)l , …	,max j𝑑8,?,
x
100




× range(𝑑8)l , …	,min j𝑑8,?,
x
100
× range(𝑑8)l |𝑥 ∈ ℤ[1,99] 
Each variable element is compared to a selected percentage of the variable range. 
Logical 
Operators  
𝑝8 ∧ 𝑑8 (AND) 
𝑝8 ∨ 𝑑8 (OR) 
𝑝8 ⊕𝑑8 (XOR) 
𝑝8 𝑑8 𝑝8 ∧ 𝑑8 𝑝8 ∨ 𝑑8 𝑝8 ⊕𝑑8 
1 1 1 1 0 
1 0 0 1 1 
0 1 0 1 1 





4.6.3.4 Stopping Conditions 
 
For datasets that exist to help make a prediction such as the electricity dataset in (Saxena 
et al., 2019), stopping criteria similar to simulated annealing will be used where the 
algorithm will run until the chosen performance metric improvement is limited to some 
small amount for five iterations. There may be many runs in between these five that do not 
improve the results. This is expected. In the case that this does not successfully stop the 
algorithm, the algorithm will automatically stop after 50,000 KP-EFD runs or eight hours, 
whichever occurs first. To compare to (Saxena et al., 2019), if the algorithm is able to help 
produce a forecast generally follows the shape of the comparison data, a day ahead peak 
hours forecast will be created using the same training period of May 1, 2014 – April 15, 
2015. A validation period of April 16, 2015 – April 30, 2015 will be used. This is the same 
training, validation, and testing sets that were used in (Saxena et al., 2019).  
For the datasets that will be created from the functions in Table 4 Table 5, the algorithm will 
stop when the adjusted r2 value reaches a value of .99999 or essentially 1. This would 
indicate a perfect fitting model. This metric target would suggest overfitting but the idea 
behind testing these functions is to determine how quickly the algorithm can arrive at 
approximately the same function. The predicted function will not need to be in the same 
form or look the same as the original function, but the goal will be to reduce the number of 
variables to as small as possible. In the case that the algorithm cannot reach a perfect fit, 
the algorithm will automatically stop after a certain number of runs or some number of 
hours, whichever occurs first. Testing will be conducted to see what these numbers should 
be for each dataset. 
5 Results and Discussions 
This section presents the algorithm performance results from the datasets discussed 
previously. Results of the RIT power data’s forecast are limited due to KP-EFD’s inability 
to produce a feature set helpful for forecasting. Insights on why the algorithm produced 
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disappointing results are discussed after presenting those results. Full results are available 
for the Nguyen functions as well as the additional functions with binary variables created 
for testing. The results from the Nguyen functions are compared to the results from these 
same functions found in (De Melo, 2014). More comprehensive results related to these 
functions are also presented including a comparison among the results of each Nguyen 
function in the presence of different KP-EFD parameters. Results of KP-EFD applied to 
the additional functions with binary variables are presented and analyzed at different KP-
EFD parameter levels. Throughout the remaining sections, one replication will refer to a 
group of KP-EFD runs contained in an experiment. A single KP-EFD run is still a run 
through the KP-EFD loop regardless of the run’s achieved performance metric. 
5.1 RIT Power Dataset Extrapolation Results 
Visual results from the RIT Power Data day ahead forecast are shown below in Figure 
8Figure 9. Both show a forecast of May 1, 2015 using January 1, 2013 through April 30, 
2015 as training data. Both results use a maximum tree depth of six and expert value of 
eight along with a variable selection method of regression trees. Figure 8 uses a performance 
metric of adjusted r2 while Figure 9 uses a performance metric of MAPE. The results from 
these combinations are clearly poor when compared to the same day predicted with the 
ARIMAX feature set found in (Saxena et al., 2019). The results remained poor for every 
combination of number of experts, maximum tree depth, performance metric, and variable 
selection method tested; therefore, a full experiment was not run with the power dataset. 
These particular results use regressions trees to select variables at each run. The p-value 
method for variable selection resulted in features sets that exceeded 100 features for all 
parameter combinations. Neither of these runs use any kind of stopping condition. They 
each were run until the margin of improvement was becoming very small. This strategy 
was used for each dataset to better understand what specific values should be used for the 
stopping condition. The MAPE values of the forecasts shown in Figure 8,Figure 9, 




Figure 8: May 1, 2015 forecast calculated with features created by KP-EFD using regression tree 
variable selection, adjusted r2 performance value, maximum tree depth of six and expert value of 
eight. 
 
Figure 9: May 1, 2015 forecast calculated with features created by KP-EFD using regression tree 





















































































































































































































































































































Figure 10: May 1, 2015 forecast calculated with best features found in (Saxena et al., 2019) 
Table 8: MAPE results of Figure 8,Figure 9, andFigure 10 
Figure MAPE 
Figure 8 10.02% 
Figure 9 6.12% 
Figure 10 2.66% 
 
Both results fit well to the first few and last few hours of the day. These hours are likely 
very predicable though since there would be minimal use of the buildings in the middle of 
the night and very early in the morning. After many days of tweaking the algorithm to 
produce better results, a decision was made to spend time on using the model for 
interpolation. Further discussions about these results will be discussed in Discussion 
section. 
5.2 RIT Power Dataset Extrapolation Discussion 
There are many factors that could have led to the disappointing forecasting results. One of 
the most obvious factors was the use of linear regression to fit each feature set at each run. 
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to which choosing linear regression to fit time series data would affect the results was 
underestimated. As mentioned before, one assumption of linear regression is that the 
residuals are not correlated. Time series data often produces correlated residuals which is 
what happened when fitting a linear regression model to the power data. Yes, this was 
known before trying to run KP-EFD on the power data, but a severely underperforming 
model was not expected. The hope was that even though some regression assumptions 
would not have been met, linear regression would have still been able to figure out what 
transformations to variables would be useful for predicting the response. An ideal KP-EFD 
algorithm would use ARIMAX at every run instead of linear regression when trying to fit 
time series data. This would not be practical though since running the best set of ideas 
found by KP-EFD as designed on ARIMAX took over an hour. A method that runs quickly 
but is also appropriate for time-series data is necessary for KP-EFD to properly handle 
time-series data.  
Another potential issue was the use of regression trees and the variable selection method 
at each run. Standard KP in (De Melo, 2014) was designed with the p-value method where 
ideas returning a significance value greater than .05 were removed at each run. This is an 
easy to understand and effective way to select variables. This was the original approach to 
fitting the power data; however, the feature sets produced with this method were too large 
and sometimes contained over 200 variables. Interestingly, even though adjusted r2, a 
measure that includes a penalty for each additional variable, was being used for the 
performance measure, the addition of variables at each iteration was causing the adjusted 
r2 to still increase, so KP-EFD thought it found a better model when it really had not. To 
try to limit the number of variables, the formula for adjusted r2 was manipulated to place a 
higher penalty on additional variables. This began to work but a generalized way of 
manipulating adjusted r2 was not found. BIC, AIC, and MAPE were used for the 
performance measure in place of adjusted r2 to see if the variable count would improve but 
these measures were also not successful. From here, the move was made to regression trees. 
This method was successful at bringing the number of variables down to a somewhat 
reasonable level (15 – 25 variables) but, as is shown, did not help produce acceptable 
forecasting results. Just as the previous issue with using linear regression in general, 
regression trees are designed for linear regression models. There is a possibility that 
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regression trees were not able to effectively determine the contribution of the features 
simply because the features were time-series. 
In addition to the above issues, the power data alone was already an acceptable method for 
producing a day ahead forecast. Saxena et al., (2019) achieved a peak hours MAPE value 
2.45% using ARIMA alone with no features. The addition of features which took months 
to discover only reduced the MAPE to 2.44%. There is a possibility, the previous power 
data was such a good predictor, that discovering new features that would improve the 
performance was nearly impossibly. A different time-series dataset that clearly needed 
features to help with prediction performance would need to be tested with KP-EFD to better 
understand whether or not KP-EFD is valuable for time-series data. 
5.3 Nguyen Functions Interpolation Results 
This subsection contains the interpolation results for the Nguyen functions. For every 
function, eight experts were used along with a maximum tree depth of five. KP-EFD was 
run on each function for 100 replications. For Nguyen1, Nguyen4, Nguyen6, and Nguyen8, 
a successful replication was considered to be achieved when an adjusted r2 value of 0.99999 
was reached in 150 KP-EFD runs or less while a successful replication was considered to 
be achieved when an adjusted r2 value of 0.99999 was reached in 300 KP-EFD runs or less 
for Nguyen9 and Nguyen10. This choice was made to improve the testing performance but 
also because there were a handful of replications in each group of replications that far 
exceeded 1000 KP-EFD runs to achieve the desired adjusted r2 value. These cannot be 
considered successful since the number of runs needed was considerably higher than the 
majority of the other replications. The results when applying KP-EFD to the Nguyen 
functions is shown below in Table 9. Each function is labeled “nx”. The “n” is for Nguyen 
and the “x” is the function number corresponding to Table 4. MAE is for mean absolute 
error while RMSE is for root mean squared error. Each result category was averaged over 





Table 9: Results of Algorithm Applied to Nguyen Functions 
FN 













n1 0.00209 0.00116 0.00142 0.00338 0.00170 0.00205 
n4 0.00163 0.00104 0.00137 0.07534 0.00863 0.01144 
n6 0.00219 0.00126 0.00163 0.02699 0.00503 0.00639 
n8 0.00084 0.00047 0.00060 0.02484 0.00267 0.00340 
n9 0.00172 0.00009 0.00012 0.00189 0.00009 0.00011 
n10 0.00302 0.00009 0.00011 0.00418 0.00011 0.00014 
 
These results can be compared to the results found in (De Melo, 2014) shown in Table 10 
where the standard KP algorithm was applied to each function.  
Table 10: Results of applying the KP algorithm to the Nguyen functions 
FN 
Training Data Testing Data 
Maximum MAE Mean RMSE Mean RMSE 
n1 0.00168 0.00075 0.11654 
n4 0.00284 0.00130 0.01988 
n6 0.00311 0.00139 0.10314 
n8 0.00301 0.00126 0.29934 
n9 0.00777 0.00235 0.00437 
n10 0.00588 0.00271 0.03762 
 
The maximum MAE and average RMSE observed while testing each Nguyen function with 
both KP and KP-EFD is compared inFigure 11 and Figure 12 respectively. The charts 
indicate that as the functions became more complex, KP-EFD began to far outperform KP. 
The differences between the algorithms’ performances become most noticeable when 
analyzing the testing data performance. The performance of KP-EFD far exceeds the 
performance of the standard KP algorithm. A bar chart for these results has been excluded 
since the average RMSE of the KP algorithm results is so much larger than the KP-EFD 
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algorithm. This means that variable combinations created by KP-EFD much more closely 
resemble the original Nguyen functions compared to the functions created by KP.   
 
Figure 11: Bar chart of the maximum MAE using the training set of each Nguyen function 
comparing De Melo and Stelmack algorithms 
  
Figure 12: Bar chart of the maximum RMSE using the training set of each Nguyen function 
comparing De Melo and Stelmack algorithms 
A mean and standard deviation on each MAE value for KP was not present in (De Melo, 
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is not possible, but just by looking at the charts, KP-EFD is clearly superior to KP for 
Nguyen 8, 9, and 10. The algorithms perform roughly equally for Nguyen 4 and 6. For 
Nguyen 1, KP appears to be the superior selection algorithm.   
Error results are important but algorithms such as KP-EFD should achieve high quality 
results in a timely fashion with the fewest number of variables as possible as well. Table 
11 provides values for metrics for number of variables, number of KP-EFD runs, and time 
per KP-EFD run in second for each Nguyen function when running KP-EFD on a 2019 16-
inch MacBook Pro with a 2.6 GHz 6-core Intel Core i7 processer and 16 GB of DDR4 
RAM. Each result category was averaged over all 100 replications. 
Table 11: Number of variables, number of runs, time per run performance metric for KP-EFD run on the 
Nguyen functions 
FN 
Number of Variables 
Number of KP-EFD 
Runs 
Time per KP-EFD Run 
(seconds) 
Max Min Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
n1 6 3 4.26 0.78650 18.99 16.98989 0.86936 0.88074 
n4 10 4 6.2 1.41421 66.83 37.06234 5.86306 3.44533 
n6 11 4 6.82 1.55946 42.03 32.07896 3.65772 2.94648 
n8 7 3 4.19 1.02193 26.29 24.06611 2.07658 1.98499 
n9 15 2 3.46 2.28044 128.68 83.31792 12.45273 8.88114 
n10 13 2 3.15 1.92472 87.97 71.50976 9.57305 8.90010 
 
These results would indicate that KP-EFD is able to find a lean solution in a small amount 
of time. The amount of data used to test the Nguyen functions was small; however, given 
the very small amount of time needed to test this data, waiting even 100 times as long for 
a larger dataset would not be unreasonable and would certainly be preferred to spending 






5.3.1 Results of Different Expert and Tree Depth Values 
 
KP-EFD appears to be a superior algorithm compared to KP but one would be curious if 
changing the values for experts and tree depth could improve the results. The change in 
MAE, number of variables, and time per run was investigated at tree depths of 2, 5, and 8 
and expert values of 4, 8, and 16 on each of the Nguyen functions. Every parameter 
combination was run 100 times for each function. The results for each function are 
presented in the Table 12, Table 13, andTable 14. 
Table 12 shows the Tukey HSD at a 95% confidence interval output when fitting a one-
way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) model to the MAE results from the KP-EFD runs. 
The level column codifies the number of experts and the maximum tree depth that was 
used at each run as aEbT where a is the number of experts and b is the maximum tree 
depth. The grouping column is the output of the Tukey HSD test. Means that do not share 
the same letter are significantly different. A plot of the mean MAE at each parameter 
combination is shown to the right of every output. The output for each function is shown 
and is color coordinated where green is Nguyen1, blue is Nguyen4, orange is Nguyen6, 












Table 12: Tukey HSD on MAE results for Nguyen functions. Green is Nguyen1, blue is Nguyen4, orange 
is Nguyen6, and yellow is Nguyen8 
Level Mean MAE Grouping Green is Nguyen1, blue is Nguyen4, orange is Nguyen 6, and yellow is Nguyen8 
4E5T 0.001233 A    
 
8E8T 0.001200 A    
4E8T 0.001197 A    
8E5T 0.001162 A    
16E8T 0.001147 A    
4E2T 0.001139 A    
8E2T 0.001128 A    
16E2T 0.001051 A    
16E5T 0.001042 A    
4E2T 0.001322 A    
 
4E5T 0.001128  B   
8E2T 0.001090  B C  
4E8T 0.001077  B C D 
16E2T 0.001072  B C D 
8E5T 0.001038  B C D 
16E5T 0.000959   C D 
16E8T 0.000956   C D 
8E8T 0.000932    D 
4E2T 0.001625 A    
 
4E5T 0.001368  B   
8E2T 0.001334  B C  
4E8T 0.001299  B C  
8E5T 0.001264  B C  
8E8T 0.001228  B C  
16E8T 0.001145   C D 
16E5T 0.001121   C D 
16E2T 0.000990    D 
4E2T 0.000532 A    
 
4E8T 0.000529 A    
16E2T 0.000508 A B   
4E5T 0.000496 A B   
8E2T 0.000494 A B   
8E5T 0.000474 A B   
8E8T 0.000473 A B   
16E8T 0.000464 A B   




The results of KP-EFD depend on the input function; however, in general, larger expert 
values paired with maximum tree depths that are close to the largest necessary to predict 
the response are able to produce results that most closely resemble the response. Smaller 
expert values and maximum tree depths still produce acceptable results but could clearly 
be improved. These results also show that more complex functions seem to be more 
sensitive to a change in expert value and maximum tree depth.  
Error was shown to be low with every KP-EFD parameter combination so a more important 
quality measure for the KP-EFD’s performance on the Nguyen functions is the number of 
variable and number of runs at each level of parameter combination. These results are 
shown in Table 13 andTable 14 respectively. Just as with the MAE results, one-way 
ANOVA was run on each of the metrics. The format of the tables is the same as Table 12. 
To maintain the ANOVA assumptions, a natural log transformation was applied to the run 
count data. The table shows the untransformed values but the plots to the right show the 
natural log of every average run count at each parameter level.  
These results show that there can be tradeoffs that have to be made when choosing the 
parameters for KP-EFD. Leaner variable sets, those with fewer variables, generally take 
longer to run and have larger errors; although, the leanest of the groups are usually 
statistically the same as several others in the group that do not take as long to run and also 
have lower error values. Overall, there are clearly feature sets that KP-EFD found that 
provide acceptable error values while being among the leanest and not requiring too much 








Table 13: Tukey HSD on variable count results for Nguyen functions.  
Level Mean Var Count Grouping 
Green is Nguyen1, blue is Nguyen4, orange is Nguyen 6, and yellow is 
Nguyen8 
16E8T 6.47 A      
 
8E8T 6.03 A B     
16E5T 5.7  B     
4E8T 5.63  B C    
4E5T 5.04   C D   
16E2T 4.54    D E  
8E5T 4.26     E  
8E2T 4.19     E  
4E2T 4.01     E  
16E8T 7.39 A      
 
8E8T 7.13 A B     
16E5T 6.6  B C    
8E5T 6.2   C D   
4E8T 6.18   C D   
16E2T 5.65    D E  
4E5T 5.4     E  
8E2T 5.36     E  
4E2T 4.07      F 
16E8T 7.6 A      
 
16E5T 7.32 A B     
4E8T 7.22 A B C    
8E8T 7.14 A B C    
8E5T 6.82  B C D   
16E2T 6.72  B C D   
4E5T 6.67   C D   
8E2T 6.42    D   
4E2T 5.39     E  
16E8T 5.16 A      
 
8E8T 4.79 A B     
4E8T 4.73 A B     
16E5T 4.67  B     
8E5T 4.19   C    
4E5T 4.16   C    
16E2T 3.5    D   
8E2T 3.27    D   
4E2T 3.25    D   
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Table 14: Tukey HSD on run counts per replication results for Nguyen functions.  
Level Mean Run Count Grouping Green is Nguyen1, blue is Nguyen4, orange is Nguyen 6, and yellow is Nguyen8 
4E8T 50.04387 A    
 
4E5T 45.89701 A    
4E2T 38.78758 A B   
8E8T 27.04224  B   
16E8T 16.13031   C  
8E5T 13.71514   C  
8E2T 13.46508   C  
16E5T 11.83428   C  
16E2T 6.054489    D 
4E5T 78.57865 A    
 
4E8T 78.22584 A    
4E2T 75.73194 A    
8E8T 57.49512 A B   
8E5T 54.14686  B   
8E2T 53.90914  B   
16E2T 34.04217   C  
16E5T 29.31795   C D 
16E8T 23.40618    D 
4E2T 70.33714 A    
 
4E8T 68.42923 A    
4E5T 65.14399 A    
8E2T 59.09817 A    
16E2T 33.93001  B   
8E5T 31.96367  B   
8E8T 29.65705  B   
16E5T 17.80359   C  
16E8T 14.57634   C  
4E8T 50.043869 A    
 
4E5T 45.897011 A    
4E2T 38.787576 A B   
8E8T 27.042238  B   
16E8T 16.130308   C  
8E5T 13.715135   C  
8E2T 13.465084   C  
16E5T 11.834275   C  




5.4 Nguyen Functions Interpolation Discussion 
Out of the datasets tested with KP-EFD, the datasets created from the Nguyen functions 
produced the most favorable results. The results of functions clearly show the power of 
KP-EFD over standard KP. Several areas of KP-EFD could have led to this success but 
KP-EFD’s most likely advantage over KP lies in the way ideas are proposed.  
When comparing the results of KP-EFD and KP in Table 9 and Table 10 respectively, 
Nguyen 1 and 4 both perform similarly with both algorithms. After this, the subsequent 
functions’ results deviate substantially. The reason for this likely lies in the way both 
algorithms search the feature space. KP-EFD’s GP approach to creating ideas allows the 
method to search through millions of transformation combination to arrive at an acceptable 
combination. With KP, many transformations are used but are applied beforehand creating 
all the possible variables before running KP. Since only continuous variables were used to 
create the Nguyen functions, a combination of several transformations was easily able to 
closely approximate each function very quickly. In KP’s search method, specific ideas 
from the initial need to be proposed to approximate the functions.  
There are still questions to be answered regarding the effectiveness of the modifications 
made to KP to create KP-EFD. Although, full statistical analysis was not conducted to 
determine if the addition of mutation, crossover, and recycling bin sampling really helped 
KP-EFD’s performance, the output at each function can still be examined. Nguyen 4 and 
6 at expert values of eight and four with maximum tree depths of eight and five respectively 
can be briefly examined in Table 15 to better understand what types of ideas were 
successful in each run. Note that the carry forward option is not shown as the algorithm 
was designed to simply not propose an idea when this option was selected; therefore, its 





Table 15: Distribution of idea type used for selected Nguyen function runs 
Idea Type 
Successful Usage Percentage 
N4: E8T8 N6: E8T8 N4: E4T5 N6: E4T5 
Create New 70% 71% 73% 73% 
Cross-Over 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Mutation 22% 19% 21% 19% 
Recycling Bin Sample 8% 10% 6% 7% 
 
While not all functions were analyzed, clearly one could make the case that cross-over is 
not worth using. The results of KP-EFD could likely have been further improved over 
standard KP if this idea types was removed when using KP-EFD with the Nguyen 
functions. However, analysis of the results in Table 12,Table 13, andTable 14 would 
suggest the KP-EFD’s results can vary substantially between the input data and that one 
should test the usefulness of KP-EFD’s features before removing any of them. 
KP-EFD’s ability to produce feature sets containing a small number of variables was an 
important consideration when designing the algorithm. Metrics on the number of variables 
for each parameter combination was presents but the substance of each of the variables was 
skipped due to the large amount of data that would need to be presented for each parameter 
combination. A smaller subset of the data without statistical analysis can be examined in 
Table 16 though. There was only one base variable (x) to choose from for proposing ideas 
for this function so any operation that requires a parameter would have used that one 
variable. Each line of the table is an idea an expert proposed. For each line, the first 
operation is applied to the base idea. From here, each successive operation is applied to 
each in order. For example, the second idea of run 1, reads: ln((x(x)) – x). This idea begins 
with x(x). The second operation returns (x(x)) – x. The final operation applies the natural 






Table 16: Nguyen 4 Ideas for eight experts and a maximum tree depth of five 
Replication Operation 1 Operation 2 Operation 3 Operation 4 Operation 5 
1 NA NA NA NA NA 
1 Multiply Subtract Natural log NA NA 
1 Divide Exponential Addition Multiply Cosine 
1 Addition Exponential Subtract NA NA 
1 Natural log NA NA NA NA 
1 Cosine Cosine Addition Divide NA 
1 Cosine Addition Addition Divide NA 
1 Cosine Addition Multiply Divide NA 
2 NA NA NA NA NA 
2 Cosine Natural log NA NA NA 
2 exp Multiply Subtract Cosine NA 
2 Cosine Addition Multiply Addition Subtract 
2 Natural log Addition Cosine Cosine NA 
3 NA NA NA NA NA 
3 Cosine exp Natural log Addition Subtract 
3 Cosine Cosine Addition Subtract Divide 
3 Natural log Cosine Natural log Sine NA 
3 Addition exp NA NA NA 
3 Subtract Cosine Addition Subtract Divide 
 
Nguyen 4 is defined as 𝑥? + 𝑥@ + 𝑥A + 𝑥B + 𝑥C + 𝑥. None of the runs contain only the 
transformation necessary to produce this function exactly. In fact, very few of them seem 
to resemble the original function at all. This is not considered a flaw but an observation. 
Functions can be very closely approximated with a combination of different variables. The 
example does omit the coefficients linear regression would have applied to each row, but 






Table 17: Perfect idea frame for Nguyen 4 
Operation 1 Operation 2 Operation 3 Operation 4 Operation 5 
Multiply Multiply Multiply Multiply Multiply 
Multiply Multiply Multiply Multiply NA 
Multiply Multiply Multiply NA NA 
Multiply Multiply NA NA NA 
Multiply NA NA NA NA 
 
This exact idea combination is not found anywhere in the results which means other ideas 
were able to achieve an adjusted r2 value of .99999. A quick glance at the idea results for 
the other functions and parameter combinations reveals that perfect representations of the 
functions appear nowhere. This makes sense as the probability of arriving at exactly the 
correct variable combination would be very low considering how many possible 
transformation combinations exist. This shows that having enough transformations for KP-
EFD to choose from is important. Note that standard KP never arrived at an exact function 
either. 
To gain an understanding for how accurate KP-EFD was when applied to the Nguyen 
Functions, A random replication of the Nguyen 4 results, shown in Table 18, from above 
was selected to see how similar the predicted function was to the original.  
Table 18: Nguyen 4 vs prediction with eight experts and a maximum tree depth of five 
Index Nguyen4 Prediction Index Nguyen4 Prediction 
1 1.75499288 1.75503661 11 0.73484692 0.73595703 
2 1.08166538 1.08123176 12 1.72336879 1.72324172 
3 1.14891253 1.14870975 13 1.21655251 1.21659825 
4 1.13137085 1.1310975 14 0.54772256 0.5477277 
5 1.76635217 1.76653212 15 1.23693169 1.23702992 
6 1.06301458 1.06255044 16 0.87749644 0.87817951 
7 1.161895 1.16174506 17 1.26885775 1.26901098 
8 1.09087121 1.09045995 18 0.80622578 0.80755864 
9 1.64012195 1.64017645 19 0.65574385 0.65398285 




The prediction values are nearly indistinguishable from the Nguyen 4 function. In fact, 
plotting these results was meaningless and has been excluded since the plots are so similar. 
There was no way to visually show the difference without zooming in on each individual 
point. The Nguyen functions and their predictions may look different at first glance with 
vastly different operations in some cases, but the values are nearly identical when 
calculated. 
5.5 Functions with Binary Variables Interpolation Results 
This subsection contains the interpolation results for the additional functions created for 
the purpose of testing KP-EFD’s ability to handle binary variables. While considered 
successful overall, these results were not as favorable as the results for the Nguyen 
functions. Each function was tested with the expert, maximum tree depth parameters, and 
number of replications shown in Table 19.  
Table 19: Expert values and maximum tree depths for functions with binary variables 
Function Expert Values Maximum Tree Depths Replications 
FN1 [8, 16, 24] [4, 6, 8] 20 
FN2 [16, 24, 32] [4, 6, 8] 4 
FN3 [24, 32, 48] [4, 6, 8] 10 
 
These values were chosen based on preliminary testing of each function. The 
transformations experts were able to choose from were limited to addition, subtraction, 
multiply, divide, power (^2, ½), maximum, and minimum, and the logical operators. A 
successful run was achieved when an adjusted r2 value of .99999 was achieved in 10000 
KP-EFD runs or less. This proved to be problematic as runs were often not achieving the 
adjusted r2 value at or under this threshold. This caused very long run times and forced the 
number of replications to be different for each function to maintain testing efficiency. The 
results for each function are shown in Table 20. The results are listed in order by function 
number with FN1 highlighted in green, FN2 in blue, and FN3 in orange.  
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Table 20: MAE training, MAE testing, variable count, and run count results for the functions with binary 
variables. FN1 highlighted in green, FN2 in blue, and FN3 in orange. 
Level 
MAE Training MAE Testing Variable Count Run Count 
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
16E4T 3.26E-14 4.04E-15 2.08E-14 7.94E-15 4.10 1.02 83.3 88.7 
16E6T 2.99E-03 1.34E-02 2.64E-03 1.18E-02 4.55 1.57 159.7 232.6 
16E8T 3.12E-03 1.40E-02 3.97E-03 1.77E-02 4.75 1.89 219.0 397.8 
24E4T 3.25E-14 8.96E-15 1.96E-14 8.82E-15 4.55 1.85 38.7 58.3 
24E6T 3.37E-14 2.43E-15 1.93E-14 6.10E-15 4.05 1.39 98.6 169.8 
24E8T 3.65E-03 1.63E-02 4.26E-03 1.90E-02 4.65 2.32 108.3 116.2 
8E4T 3.33E-14 2.06E-15 1.82E-14 3.83E-15 4.15 1.09 143.1 113.5 
8E6T 3.46E-14 6.05E-15 1.96E-14 3.75E-15 4.65 1.14 303.7 573.8 
8E8T 3.31E-14 6.01E-15 2.01E-14 6.89E-15 4.25 1.97 362.0 462.2 
16E4T 1.08E-03 8.39E-03 1.21E-03 9.48E-03 4.10 1.02 83.3 88.7 
16E4T 4.360 2.451 5.037 2.544 11.25 2.75 2933.5 3117.9 
16E6T 2.865 3.381 3.519 4.136 9.75 5.50 2793.3 2030.2 
16E8T 3.899 2.217 3.986 2.257 13.25 4.43 2800.0 3038.3 
24E4T 3.461 2.822 3.323 2.646 10.50 3.00 958.5 1141.1 
24E6T 4.937 1.912 4.764 1.520 11.75 3.86 1612.0 2403.4 
24E8T 4.430 3.031 4.104 2.906 13.00 4.08 1090.5 931.2 
32E4T 0.085 0.162 0.116 0.213 7.25 4.65 739.3 486.0 
32E6T 4.809 1.782 5.196 2.162 19.50 5.45 1508.8 1676.6 
32E8T 3.941 2.209 3.645 2.845 12.00 2.16 70.8 45.7 
24E4T 6.3840 0.5303 6.6718 0.7590 15.80 2.04 139.6 94.9 
24E6T 6.4886 0.2338 7.0984 0.5406 17.70 2.83 107.3 57.3 
24E8T 6.5378 0.5617 6.7642 0.7882 18.80 4.66 126.0 109.2 
32E4T 6.1808 0.8169 6.3630 1.0494 17.40 2.80 96.0 84.9 
32E6T 6.4115 0.3955 6.8940 1.0644 14.60 2.41 101.9 80.8 
32E8T 6.5746 0.4901 6.4720 0.8947 17.30 3.40 77.3 37.4 
48E4T 6.2781 0.8482 6.5502 0.9887 16.20 4.26 46.8 23.3 
48E6T 6.2230 0.4048 6.8154 0.8479 16.10 4.31 41.1 30.0 




A visual representation of the Table 20’s results is shown in Figure 13Figure 14, and Figure 
15 below. Figure 13 shows FN1’s results. Only the variable and run counts are shown. The 
MAE for the training and testing were too variable to show visually. Figure 14 andFigure 15 
show results for FN1 and FN2 respectively. A 95% confidence intervals is shown for all 
datapoints. 
  
Figure 13: Visual FN1 results: Left to right: mean variable counts, mean run counts per 
replication 
  
Figure 14: Visual FN2 results: Clockwise from top left: A: mean MAE trainings, B: mean MAE 





































































































































































































































































Figure 15: Visual FN3 results: Clockwise from top left: A: mean MAE trainings, B: mean MAE 
testing, C: Mean run counts per replication, D: mean variable counts 
The limited replication numbers resulted in wide confidence intervals, making these results 
difficult to interpret; however, some observations can be made. Only in FN1 did the error 
value tend to be very low. While still low, FN2 and FN3 had much higher error and the 
functions created by KP-EFD for those functions clearly did not resemble the original 
functions closely enough. The run count is quite variable which was expected given the 
comment on the run threshold. The variable count for all the functions was too large, 
meaning this is still considered to be a general problem with KP-EFD.  
5.6 Functions with Binary Variables Interpolation Discussion 
The results for the functions with binary variables show KP-EFD can handle functions 
created with binary variables but improvements are still needed to perfect KP-EFD’s 
performance. There were two notable concerns with the testing and results associated with 
the functions. First, the length of time needed to achieve a successful run and second, the 
error results for a successful run. These issues are likely a result of KP-EFD not being able 



















































































































































































probability of choosing any particular idea was out of the scope of this work; however, the 
probability of KP-EFD converting a binary variable to a continuous variable via the 
“multiply” function was very low. On top of this, the probability of having the right ideas 
to the left and right of the multiply function was even lower. Unlike the Nguyen functions, 
ideas could not be morphed into something that resembled each function as easily due to 
the requirement that binary variables be chosen too. The threshold of waiting only 10000 
runs to achieve a result was obviously too low; however, one would not want to wait much 
longer than this to find a result especially when a normal dataset would contain much more 
data than was tested.  
As was the case with the extrapolation results, KP-EFD was creating models with too many 
variables. This remains a significant issue with KP-EFD. In contrast to the extrapolation 
testing, retaining so many variables does make some sense for the testing of the functions 
with binary variables. The low probability associated with finding the exact ideas necessary 
means that any idea proposed with some resemblance to the response would have been 
kept. Many of these ideas would be needed to estimate the function.  
There are certainly opportunities to improve KP-EFD for use with binary variables. One 
would first need to focus on bringing the run time down. From here, seeing the differences 
new changes in the algorithm would make would become much easier. As is written, 
troubleshooting KP-EFD is difficult since gathering enough data on the results can take 
multiple days of consistently running the algorithm.  
6 Conclusions and Future Work 
This thesis describes a new approach to automated feature selection by enhancing the 
already powerful Kaizen Programming with a new feature discovery method that uses 
genetic programming logic to efficiently create countless feature transformation and 
combinations humans would be unlikely to try on their own. KP-EFD was designed to 
work with a variety of dataset types but results of testing showed that KP-EFD’s 
performance across different dataset types varied drastically. While comparisons to the 
Nguyen functions that were also tested on standard KP showed the strength of KP-EFD’s 
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logic, KP-EFD fell short of success when tested for the purpose of building a time series 
model. KP-EFD’s ability to work with functions created with binary variables was 
illustrated but changes in the logic are needed to show KP-EFD is a viable method for use 
with datasets containing both continuous and binary variables. Ultimately, KP-EFD is a 
large step in the right direction but further research and development will be necessary for 
KP-EFD to become the ultimate feature discovery and selection method for any dataset 
type. 
Extrapolation with KP-EFD can be improved drastically by finding a way to incorporate 
ARIMAX efficiently into KP-EFD. Fitting time series data with linear regression in hopes 
of finding relevant features was clearly the wrong approach. ARIMAX cannot be 
implemented directly to KP-EFD due to run time but fitting ARIMAX to small portions of 
the data at each run could prove viable. Using a model type designed for extrapolation 
could also be an opportunity to keep the number of variables at a manageable level since 
performance metrics appropriate for the model type that would be doing the forecast could 
be used for selecting features at each run.  
KP-EFD was most successful with the Nguyen functions but the testing did reveal 
opportunities for further research. Some idea types were not used at all. Testing without 
these idea types should be conducted to determine whether these types should be included. 
The variable combinations and transformations that an expert was allowed to choose from 
were also limited to those that were tested with standard KP. There would be value in 
testing with a wider array of variable combinations and transformations to see how KP-
EFD would perform when the chance of proposing an idea that was unlike the response 
was higher.  
While the performance of KP-EFD was successful for the functions that were calculated in 
part from binary variables, testing was inhibited because of the long run times. KP-EFD 
was not able to get to the correct transformations and combinations quickly enough. 
Changing the probability that such transformation could occur would likely increase the 
performance with these functions. Additionally, the binary variables could be treated as 
continuous by the model used to fit the feature set at each run. This could allow for the 
model, rather than KP-EFD, to figure out how to use the variables and would eliminate the 
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need for a way to convert a binary variable to a continuous variable. There is also work 
needed to reduce number of variables KP-EFD was selecting for a successful run. Simpler 
models are preferred and so whether the reason for the large feature sets was associated 
with an inability to propose an idea that resembled the response or a lack of a strong enough 
selection method, more work is needed here to create leaner feature sets.  
Unrelated to a specific dataset type, there is further research that should be conducted on 
KP-EFD. There would be value in finding a better way to select variables in general at each 
run. Regression trees were tried but did not always work. Often, the function used for 
regression tress would select no features to start, preventing KP-EFD from moving 
forward. Manipulating the adjusted r2 formula was also tried but there does not appear to 
be an easy manipulation that can work for every number of variables. There could be an 
opportunity to combine the adj r2 metric with an F test at each iteration to judge the feature 
set. This could help guide KP-EFD further to ensure only features that are truly significant 
move forward and result in smaller feature sets. Additionally, KP-EFD included a filter FS 
method based on a feature’s correlation to the response at every run. The method ran very 
quickly for all datasets but there would still be value in testing without the FS method to 
see if there was a difference. There is no value in including the method if no value is added. 
The probabilities associated with choosing ideas could also be researched and tested 
further. KP-EFD could be more efficient if the algorithm could learn which types of 
combinations and transformations were working and then adjust the probabilities 
accordingly. Finally, standard KP was not tested against KP-EFD directly. Slight 
modifications would need to be made to standard KP to enable support for time-series and 
binary variables but there would be merit in seeing if the problems that arose in testing KP-
EFD would also be present in standard KP. If some of the problems also occurred in 
standard KP, the modifications made to KP to form KP-EFD may still have merit once the 
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